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Abstract 

This study explores whether or not tonal contours are a contrastive feature in Sawi nouns. It aims to 

provide evidence towards the claim that Sawi has lost contrastive tones and provide a basis from which 

further research into how the use of qualitative vowel differences may have replaced the pitch accent 

system still found in Sawi’s closest relative, Palula. This was done through the analysis of a corpus of 

Sawi nouns with a computer program that visually stylizes prosodic and tonal features in audio samples 

of the language. This corpus was then analyzed for trends within itself as well as compared to known 

trends in the Palula lexicon. The findings support the original hypothesis that Sawi nouns do not have 

contrastive pitch accents, as found in Palula; and that further research may reveal a regular or semi-

regular tonal contour accentuating the final mora of each noun. 
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1. Introduction 

The Sawi [sdg] language has been documented for nearly a century by a handful of researchers 

involved in Afghanistan and Pakistan’s Hindu Kush mountain range. It is separated from its 

closest relative, Palula [phl], by the border between Afghanistan and Pakistan, with Sawi 

spoken only in the village of Sau on the Afghani side and Palula spoken among a handful of 

villages on the Pakistani side. However, given the relatively small population of speakers in the 

region, Sawi has often been overlooked in favor of documenting the more populous and 

regionally influential languages that neighbor it. Thus, while we have some notion of its 

heritage and relation to other Indo-Aryan languages, much less is understood about the exact 

nature of the language at a phonologically descriptive level. What follows here is an attempt to 

contribute evidence to what field linguists have anecdotally determined is a lack of contrastive 

pitch accents in the Sawi lexicon as compared to Palula (Liljegren 2009; Buddruss 1967:14, 

translated by Liljegren). The present assumption is that while Sawi’s closest relative, Palula, 

maintains contrastive pitch accents, Sawi has developed non-tonal patterns that have replaced 

tone as indicators of lexical categorization. This paper will explore the pitch within a corpus of 

Sawi noun recordings to investigate any patterns of tonality that imply or refute the Palula-like 

structured use of tone to impart lexical meaning in those nouns. 

The goal of this research is to more clearly define the tonal characteristics of Sawi and thereby 

contribute to the broader understanding of the relationships between languages of the 

surrounding region. In order to facilitate this, phonetic analysis software is employed to stylize 

prerecorded samples of Sawi for visual analysis. That is, the program analyzes the pitch features 

of the recorded samples and then draws a line (hereafter referred to as a stylization) over the F0 

curve, depicting shifts and sustains in tone that may be noticeable to the human ear.  The core 

purpose of this research is to explore the hypothesis that Sawi lacks tonally contrastive pitch 

accents within its lexicon, as compared to its closest relative Palula, which has been established 

as having phonemically contrastive and thus tonally significant pitch accents in its lexicon 

(Liljegren 2008:52; Liljegren 2009:385). 

 

2. Background  
 

The analysis hereafter rests squarely on a framework developed by field researchers with years 

of direct language contact in the Hindu Kush region, and the genealogical and areal context of 

Sawi is established through previous work carried out over the last century or so. While the 

region has received less attention than others, it has nonetheless benefited from a small but 

dedicated series of interested parties who have pieced together a general idea of the linguistic 

topography of the region (Morgenstierne 1965; Buddruss 1967; Decker 1992; Baart 2003; 
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Bashir 2003; Liljegren 2009; Liljegren & Haider 2009), these researchers established the 

foundation from which this research could be performed. Further background in tonal research 

is also discussed to provide a firm theoretical foundation for the perspective in which the pitch 

contours and tonality features of Sawi will be explored. 

2.1 Tone as an aspect of language 

2.1.1 Pitch versus tone 

This research defines pitch and tone as two closely related, but separate concepts. Pitch is 

defined as the actual frequency of a sound, typically measured in Hertz or semitones, and is a 

phonetic characteristic of human language. Tone is defined as the perception of pitch by the 

human mind, and is a phonological characteristic described in relative terms (i.e. high, low, 

mid, etc.). In this paper, references to pitch should be construed as references to the physical 

properties of speech, while references to tone regard the relevance of perceived pitches to 

speakers and listeners. Any instance of shift from one pitch or tone to another is defined as a 

contour. Contours might be commonly described as either rising or falling. Thus a pitch contour 

describes the measurable acoustic curve as one pitch transitions to another, while a tonal 

contour describes the change in tone that a listener hears as the pitch contour occurs. 

2.1.2 Lexical tone in the world 

Even if the specifics evade them, many people are at least familiar with the concept of tonal 

language; languages in which the tone of a word, syllable, or phoneme is a variable feature that 

can alter a words definition either in part or whole. Moira Yip (2002:17) estimates that some 

60-70% of the world’s languages possess some level of tonal distinction in the lexicon, in that 

a change in pitch has semantic features beyond common phrasing. Maddieson (WALS 2013) 

identifies 41.8% of the languages in his survey as tonal, but readily acknowledges that his data 

likely underrepresents the total number of tonal languages due to his selection constraints 

ignoring language density in favor of global distribution. He notes that the many languages in 

Africa are to some degree tonal and those of south and south-east Asia present a high 

concentration of complex tonal systems; complex tonal systems being defined as those with 

more than two distinct tones or tonal contours. He also notes a positive correlation between 

phoneme inventory and tonal complexity in his survey of world tonal systems. While it can 

certainly be a challenge to identify a strict definition of meaningful tonality, given that every 

utterance by its very nature possesses an F0 regardless of whether changes in it are contrastive 

or not, researchers can control the environment in which given words or morphemes are uttered 

and thereby peel away at the various acoustic layers to identify the features that change from 

word to word, or sound to sound. 

2.1.3 Contrastive lexical tone 

There is a broad range of tonal variance among the world’s languages, from a single tone 

contrasted against a neutral point to upwards of four distinct tones that include contours, 

changes between two tones that is contrastive as compared to an unchanging leveled tone (Yip 
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2002:26). The contours themselves can take on a variety of shapes: that of rising and falling, or 

convex and concave where the tones shift up and down within a syllable or even an entire word. 

Many researchers have begun to assert that tonal contours can, in fact, be understood as a series 

of level tones connected by a curve rather than the curve itself, however this viewpoint is still 

under discussion as the burden of proof lies on the universalists attempting to define the level 

tones in languages where they are not readily apparent (Yip 2002:47). Yip (2002:55) further 

notes that different rules within a language can cause tones, and particularly contours, to shift 

from their idealized positions and to be realized on other parts of a lexical item as a result of 

shifts in stress or other grammatical factors, such as the case with Kalam Kohistani [gwc], a 

member of the Hindu Kush Indo-Aryan languages (HKIA, see section 2.3.3), where a falling 

pitch contour may be delayed across word boundaries (Baart 2004:5). Additionally, Radloff 

(1999:60-67) establishes a distinction between fully tonal languages like Mandarin Chinese 

[cmn] wherein tone is a fundamental characteristic of every syllable in a word, and languages 

that possess tone as an accentuated feature only on certain syllables, as found in a number of 

HKIA languages. Such languages are often referred to as pitch accent languages, a 

categorization discussed in more detail in section 2.1.7. 

2.1.4 Phrasal tone 

Phrasal tone is much more broadly recognized by speakers of languages without lexical tone, 

where a fundamental phrase will follow a consistent tonal pattern regardless of its contents. It 

is important to consider, however, in particular because of the way phrasal tone may interact 

with lexical tone to create contours that would otherwise go unmarked by speakers in rapid 

utterances (H. Liljegren, May, 2014, pers. comm.). In this study analysis is performed from the 

perspective that the F0 of an entire utterance may have some bearing on the shape of the F0 of 

particular words given their position; that is the tonal shape of a word may be in some way 

beholden to the dictates of phrasal tonal rules, especially if there is no lexical tone present. 

2.1.5 Tonal perception 

David House (1990:133), in his research on Swedish [swe] tonal perception, proposed a set of 

constraints by which one can determine the likelihood of lexical and phrasal tone being relevant 

within a word. While his research is focused on Swedish speakers he asserts that three criteria 

may be applied universally. The criteria are that the pitch contour must occur in an area of 

spectral stability, that the contour onset must occur within 30-50 milliseconds after the vowel 

onset, and that the overall vowel length must be greater than ca. 100 milliseconds for perception 

of any contour within the vowel itself to occur (House 1990:147). Riad’s (2013:181) 

phonological analysis of Swedish further indicates that it, along with some other North 

Germanic language varieties, possesses tonally contrastive pitch contours in manners that are 

perceptually similar to the other pitch accent languages of the world, further fortifying the 

criteria set forth by House. 

‘t Hart et al. (1990) establish features of tonal perception that include absolute thresholds for 

recognition and a theory of perception based on a variety of factors, including the phonetic 

aspects of language as well as the beliefs and assumptions of language users and the role that 

those beliefs play on the expression of tonality in natural language. Their thresholds, along with 
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House’s criteria, are applied in section 4.1 Patterns. It is additionally important to note in 

House’s analysis that clarity of signal is paramount not just to the third party analysis of tone, 

but to the comprehension of it by the second party listener. It is with this in mind that the Praat 

script Prosogram was applied in this study, as discussed in section 3.2 Software. 

2.1.6 Pitch sensitivity and relevance for listeners 

In their 1990 publication A perceptual study of intonation, ‘t Hart et al. draw upon previous 

research and experience with the Institute for Perception Research at Eindhoven, The 

Netherlands, to establish a theoretical basis of tonal perception that is not only robustly 

investigated, but forms a strong basis upon which the investigation of tone in the Sawi language 

can itself be based. Their review presents a set of boundaries in agreement with contemporary 

research as to what a typical speaker of any language can be expected to perceive tonally in 

regular speech. The fundamental aspects of the theory touch not only on the physical thresholds, 

but the psychological ones. ‘t Hart et al. (1990:69) explicitly note that a speaker and listener 

must communicate in concert with mutually understood relevance of tone. Tonal perception is 

not just subject to absolute thresholds but listener knowledge of a language’s tonal features. 

This is important to the present investigation in that any discussion of tone must acknowledge 

the boundary between phonetics and phonemics with regard to speaker perceptions, and 

thereafter should define tonality in language from a phonemically based speaker/listener-

perception perspective.  

 

Often the natural course of pitch over an utterance is the straight, slightly sloped declination 

line from which pitch contours may deviate and return to (‘t Hart et al. 1990:70). The shift in 

pitch may not always be a straight line slope but is perceptually indistinguishable from a straight 

line (De Pijper 1983 in ‘t Hart et al. 1990:71) and thus is ideal for stylizing subjects of analysis, 

as done with the Prosogram script (Mertens 2004, v.2.9) in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2014, 

v.5.3.65) (see section 3.2 Software). ‘t Hart et al. (1990:97) also note that lexical pitch accents 

and phrasal intonation do not occur simultaneously, in that the F0 can only adhere to one pitch 

constraint at a time. 

 

With regard to the existence of pitch contours, ‘t Hart et al. (1990:71) suggest that a shift in 

pitch over time is necessary to distinguish pitch change, as an instantaneous shift in pitch is not 

as easily perceived by the listener. Citing Issachenko & Schädlich (1970), ‘t Hart et al. 

(1990:71) note that these instant shifts sound unnatural. This is clarified not to include shifts 

across consonant boundaries in Radloff’s (1999:73) investigation of the tonal system within 

Gilgiti Shina [scl], where she notes that in cases where a multisyllabic word’s accent falls on a 

vowel other than the first, there may not be any tonal rise in the vowels preceding that accent, 

but rather a jump in tone over the consonant boundary. 

2.1.7 Morae and pitch accent 

Mora is a loosely defined term referring to phonemically relevant duration of a sound, which 

may affect the weight or stress of a syllable. Generally this is realized on the vowels of a word, 

creating either short vowels with a single mora, or long vowels with two or more morae. An 
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abstract example of this concept is can be represented by the constructed imaginary word 

/ba:ba/, where the consonants /b/ are syllable boundaries and the vowels /a/ all have identical 

articulations, but the vowel /a:/ of the first syllable has a duration twice as long as the /a/ of the 

second syllable. Thus it follows that in a language where a syllable’s mora count is relevant, 

/ba:ba/ and /baba:/ could be different words entirely. 

Of particular relevance to this study is that languages may assign differing pitches to the various 

morae of a word, a phenomenon that can create pitch accents. Pitch accents are pitch contours 

that can occur for a variety of reasons, such as stress, and that are recognized in some languages 

as rising or falling tone as the pitch shifts across adjacent morae. This is seen explicitly in Palula 

(Liljegren 2008:74) and Gilgiti Shina (Radloff 1999:62), and thus bears some relevance in a 

comparative analysis with tone in Sawi. It is important to note that in the framework of this 

study’s definitions, pitch accent is not inherently a tonal phenomenon, but languages that 

recognize the a pitch accent as tonally relevant are classified as pitch accent languages. While 

tone accent language would more closely fit with this study’s definitions, pitch accent language 

is used to better align with previous works that uses the term to classify such languages (Yip 

2002:276). A more detailed description of Gilgiti Shina and Palula’s pitch accent systems can 

be found in section 2.3.5 and section 2.3.6 respectively. 

2.2 The Hindu Kush 

The region in which Sawi is spoken is known as the Hindu Kush. It is a stretch of mountains 

across northern Afghanistan and Pakistan possessing a culturally and linguistically diverse 

population resulting from centuries of convergent migrations. The climate varies greatly 

depending on the sub-region, varying from more north-Indic weather in the south east that edges 

on a monsoonal climate zone, to dryer and more sparsely forested areas as one moves north and 

west (Encyclopedia Britannica 2014). The majority of the region’s inhabitants are Muslim, 

however there exists a small minority known as the Kalasha adhering to a pre-Islamic belief 

system (H. Liljegren 2014, May, pers. comm.; Encyclopedia Britannica 2014, Decker 1992:96). 

In recent centuries it was contested by both British and Russian powers attempting to assert 

influence through force and government control with varying degrees of success over time. The 

region has suffered violent conflict as recently as the 1980s with the Russian invasion of 

Afghanistan and saw the displacement of a significant portion of the population as refugees 

(Decker 1992:78). 

2.3 Tone in the Hindu Kush 

The Indo-Aryan language group (IA), a branch within the Indo-Iranian group and thereby the 

Indo-European family, is the dominant group of the northern half of the Indian subcontinent as 

well as being represented in some southern regions and islands. Some of the most numerically 

notable members include Hindi [hin], Urdu [urd], Bengali [ben], and Punjabi [pnb, pan]. While 

the movement of Aryan linguistic groups into India is believed to have occurred sometime 

between 1700 and 1200 BCE, the split between Iranian and Indo-Aryan occurred at the very 

least by 2000 BCE, though probably even earlier (Masica 1991:36). Historical linguists have 
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identified a plethora of loan words from previous language groups in the region, often indicating 

that the more nomadic Aryan populations that arrived from the north-west to dominate the 

region adopted many parts of the existing lexicon concerning agricultural or domestic 

knowledge which predated their arrival (Masica 1991:36). 

Baart (2003:2), while analyzing the tonal features of northern Pakistani languages found that 

there seems to be a tendency of tonality as a lexically contrastive feature. Of the 30 languages 

he analyzed 18 were at least suspected of having tonal features. Yip (2002:17) proposes that 

the majority of world languages, in fact, possess some level of semantically relevant tonal 

features at the lexical level, so this may not necessarily be surprising. HKIA languages are 

specifically noted for having geographically related linguistic features as well as genetic ones; 

and in the case of northern Pakistani languages, contact seems to be the more relevant factor 

when it comes to the transmission of tonal characteristics between languages (Baart 2003:6). 

Thus it is reasonable to approach the analysis of any Indo-Aryan language in the Hindu Kush 

from the perspective that it may have at some point in its past been in contact with a language 

with tonal features, even if it said language does not recognize those tonal features itself. 

2.3.1 Baart’s taxonomy 

Baart divided those languages of northern Pakistan which express lexical tone into three tonal 

groups independent of genealogy (Baart 2003:4). The three categories, all named for a 

prominent language within the category, are described as Punjabi type languages with mid, 

rising, and falling tones; Shina type languages with only rising and falling tones; and Kalami 

[gwc] type languages with high, mid, low, rising, and falling tones. The one regular feature 

among the various groups is that the contrastive tone falls on the stressed mora (Baart 2003:7), 

however that mora is not necessarily always part of a long vowel. It should be reiterated that 

these groupings do not in any way indicate a shared lineage among their members, but rather a 

categorical classification. 

Palula falls under the Shina category by Baart’s analysis. The analysis describes a distinction 

between long and short vowels in Shina type languages, with long vowels typically possessing 

two morae to the short vowels’ one (Baart 2003:9). It is upon this long vowel that the high tone 

of a pitch accent may be placed, such that if the stressed mora comes first in the long vowel it 

will have a falling tone as the initially high pitch falls off, or a rising tone as the initially low 

pitch is raised to meet the high pitch of a stressed second mora in the long vowel. It is worth 

noting though that this is a general analysis and should not be construed as perfectly descriptive 

of all languages within the Shina type category, especially with regards to the fact that the 

category has been defined along a single set of features regardless of linguistic lineage or 

geographical location within the area of Northern Pakistan. 

2.3.2 Punjabi 

As one of the most populous languages of Pakistan, Punjabi has understandably received a 

greater deal of attention than many others in the region. Baart (2004:5) notes three tonal levels 

in Punjabi but also agrees with Bhatia’s (1975) analysis that the boundaries defining discrete 

tones may be flexible with consideration to interpretation or dialect. Masica (1991:119) notes 
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that the tones are prosodic, creating a rhythm akin to that found in Scandinavian languages 

where the domain of the tone extends over two syllables. Masica goes on to note that tone in 

Punjabi has evolved from aspiration and can be found in similar environments to aspiration in 

related languages such as Hindi. In the context of the present study, however, it should be made 

clear that while Punjabi is a classic example of tone with regard to the greater overall region, it 

is not included as a member of the Hindu Kush Indo-Aryan languages. 

2.3.3 The Hindu Kush Indo-Aryan languages 

The Hindu Kush Indo-Aryan (HKIA) languages are spoken in northern Pakistan and 

Afghanistan, in a mountainous region known as the Hindu Kush. It includes several tonal 

languages noted in Baart’s (2003) taxonomy, among which are the various Shina varieties and 

Palula. While the various tongues are categorized as Indo-Aryan and distinct from the 

geographically close Nuristani languages of the Indo-Iranian group (Morgenstierne 1961), they 

do not all share a close or even clear genetic lineage. Historically the term Dardic has been 

applied to define them geographically as well as with regard to the potential lineage shared 

between particular members of the group (Bashir 2003:822). However, this definition is itself 

contentious as it has been posited by Morgenstierne (1961:139) that the Dardic classification is 

superfluous and that the various members may be more aptly identified as part of the Indo-

Aryan languages without the mediation of a largely geographically motivated label. That is not 

to say that there are not clear ancestral relationships between many of the languages but that 

the assumption that such relationships apply to the group as a whole is arguably unfounded. In 

fact many features that are shared between members of the group are due to contact between 

them rather than a common ancestor (Bashir 2003:822). 

This trend may even transcend the boundaries of the HKIA group in that the ancestry of some 

languages are hard to determine, even between the distinctly established groups. Such is the 

case of Dameli [dml], a language spoken along the Chitral (Kunar) River and categorized by 

Bashir as Dardic (HKIA), but which she concedes could very well be a Nuristani language as 

it is not perfectly clear onto which substrate the borrowings from other languages have been 

grafted (Bashir 2003:839). As such, the label Dardic and the implications it carries will be 

avoided in this research while the term HKIA will be used to refer to the Indo-Aryan languages 

spoken in the Hindu Kush region. 

2.3.4 Kalam Kohistani 

Spoken in the Swat valley in northern Pakistan, Kalam Kohistani is considered a member of 

the HKIA group and has some 60-70,000 speakers (Baart 2004:1). It has been identified as 

expressing five distinct tonal levels or contours by Baart. These levels are described as high-

level, high-to-low falling, delayed high-to-low falling, low-level, and low-to-high rising tone 

(Baart 1999:89). Kalam Kohistani expresses a large inventory of tones compared to the other 

languages in the northern Pakistan, but it is not entirely unique in its variety and is an example 

of the general extent of tonal complexity found in the Hindu Kush (Baart 2004:5) 
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2.3.5 Shina 

The various varieties of Shina, among them those spoken in Gilgit and Kohistan, are generally 

recognized as sharing some common ancient lineage with Palula. Schmidt (2008:24) notes that 

while Kohistani Shina expresses four distinct pitch levels or contours, if one includes a concave 

contour that rises and then falls, the contrastive tones are simply neutral (unmarked), rising, 

and falling. Schmidt also notes that in short stressed vowels tone may be carried onto the 

following phonemes and that unstressed, non-final vowels tend to carry a lower pitch. Radloff 

(1999:57), commenting particularly on Gilgiti Shina asserts that every lexical root can have at 

most a single pitch accent wherein tone is realized and semantically relevant. When presented 

with both long and short vowels in a root it is most often the long vowel that takes the accent, 

where it can fall on either the beginning or the end of the vowel by Radloff’s (1999:62) account. 

She also makes a distinction of Gilgiti Shina as a pitch accent language, in that there is only a 

relevant tone on a single syllable of a word, compared tonal languages such as Mandarin in 

which tone is a significant feature of every syllable. 

2.3.6 Palula 

Palula has been classified taxonomically as a member of the Shina type tonal group by Baart 

(2003:7), which with Palula’s split from the rest of the Shina varieties some 500 years ago 

(Morgenstierne 1941:8, Buddruss 1967:11 in Decker 1992:70; Liljegren 2009:57) may be one 

example of genealogical rather than geographical tonal heritage assuming that the similar tonal 

features did not develop in parallel after the divergence. As an offshoot of Shina before it 

reached its present condition (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008:5), Palula shares a number of cognates 

and grammatical features with other Shina varieties but is not mutually intelligible with them 

(Decker 1992:77). Palula is spoken by some ten thousand speakers primarily within two valleys 

in the Hindu Kush spread over some eight villages (Decker 1992: 69). The southern variety, in 

the Ashret valley, is spoken by as many as 6,000 people (Liljegren 2009:9) and the northern 

variety in the Biori valley by as many as 4,000 people (Liljegren 2009:10). The two regions 

exhibit different levels of language contact, with the south having considerably more contact 

with Pashto [pbu]. However, Khowar [khw] functions as a lingua franca throughout the 

immediate region for purposes of trade and communication with non-Palula villages, notably 

those in the north (Decker 1992:84). In spite of this the two varieties are generally 

indistinguishable to outsiders (Liljegren 2009:14) and it is not entirely clear if the two varieties 

diverged from a common source or converged from two related but distinct sources originating 

in the Indus Valley (Liljegren 2009:57). 

As of the early 1990s, Decker found that Palula was falling out of favor with some younger 

speakers who viewed Khowar as a more useful tool for attaining economic success. This 

resulted in an increased favorability in marrying women who spoke Khowar so that their 

children would grow up speaking the language as their mother tongue (Decker 1992:90). The 

syntactic and lexical features of Palula have been recently documented by Liljegren (2008) and 

Liljegren & Haider (2011), who compiled a grammar of Palula as well as a vocabulary, 

respectively, which in the scope of ongoing research on the Sawi language provide a useful 

reference against which Sawi may be compared.  
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Palula words can take a single pitch accent in each word, which similar to Gilgiti Shina is 

realized as a high tone (Liljegren 2008:74). It is placed on one vowel; either on the single mora 

of a short vowel, or on one of two adjacent morae of a long vowel. If the word has a pitch accent 

on a short vowel, it is interpreted as a stable high tone, but if the accent is on either the first or 

the second mora of a long vowel then the tone becomes either falling or rising, respectively. It 

is also important to note that the presence of a long vowel in multisyllabic word does not 

preclude the possibility that the pitch accent will be placed on a short vowel within the same 

word. 

2.3.7 Sawi 

Sawi (alternatively spelled Sauji or Savi) is spoken in the village of Sau on the bank of the 

Chitral (Kunar) River southwest of the Palula speaking region, just past the border into 

Afghanistan. Decker (1992:80) shows at least a 56-58% cognate relationship between Sawi and 

Palula and that Palula speakers feel a sense of partial comprehensibility. According to the local 

legends, and supported by cognate evidence, Sawi split and moved southwest from Ashret 

Palula after a failed bid at leadership; the schism happening sometime after Palula speakers 

initially migrated west into the Chitral area from the Indus Valley (Decker 1992:72; Liljegren 

2009:57). Overall Sawi has received less attention than Palula and requires further investigation 

to better define its distinctiveness from Palula, with the two groups generally being unable to 

communicate due to lexical and phonological divergence (H. Liljegren March, 2014, pers. 

comm.). 

Sawi is surrounded by Gawarbati [gwt], another Indo-Aryan language of the Hindu Kush that 

is not immediately related to Sawi. Thus it existed in linguistic isolation from Palula, meaning 

that there was minimal contact between Sawi speakers and those of its genealogically related 

languages. However it is unclear exactly how many speakers live in the village of Sau at the 

moment. Of the 8-12,000 inhabitants who lived there many fled to refugee camps in Pakistan 

during the violent unrest in Afghanistan in the 1980s, and since then an unknown but 

purportedly significant number have returned (Liljegren 2009:10). Buddruss (1967:14, 

translated by Liljegren) documented several initial observations on Sawi, notably that it lacked 

any distinct tonal features in the lexis. His review of the language was, he admits, rather brief. 

It is upon his observations and the corroborating experience of Liljegren that this current study 

was performed, with the expressed purpose of either verifying or invalidating Buddruss’s claim 

of the lack of lexical tonality. Sawi is also notable for the fact that it has survived the integration 

of its speaking population with the surrounding Gawar culture, the Sau residents sharing a 

community identity with Gawar while maintaining their own language. Cacopardo & 

Cacopardo (2001:232) suggest that this may be due to Sau’s relatively affluent geographical 

position in the immediate region. It is this tolerant and cohabitable attitude that may have 

facilitated the adoption of Gawarbati linguistic features into Sawi and led its evolutionary path 

in a different direction from that of Palula (Liljegren 2009:58). 
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2.4 Previous methodologies 

2.4.1 Radloff 

Gilgiti Shina, as noted by Baart (2003:4), is tonally similar to Palula, Sawi’s closest 

genealogical relative. Both possess accented high tones that are distinct from a neutral or 

unmarked low tone. Radloff in Aspects of the Sound System of Gilgiti Shina (1999:60-67) 

explained the well-established role of accent tone in Gilgiti Shina. She explains that Gilgiti 

Shina possesses a single accent in each word which is generally recognized as a high tone on a 

single vowel, and consequently can cause rising or falling curves in the F0 of the word based 

on where the accented vowel sits in relation to other vowels. Further distinction was made 

between syllable weight and accent, and the evidence that accent tone is lexical as it is not truly 

predictable (Radloff 1999:65). Radloff (1999:68) described the accent system of Gilgiti Shina 

from a controlled perspective, interviewing a single speaker to develop the corpus and using a 

word frame to ensure a consistent phonetic environment for every word being analyzed. Each 

utterance was then analyzed through computer software to develop a pitch graph using a 

logarithmic scale of Hertz on the Y axis and time in milliseconds along the X axis. Each graph 

presents the contours in juxtaposition to the focus word and a very simplified stylization is 

provided to the right of each chart (Radloff 1999:70). The analysis of tone was further divided 

into categories defined by the mora count and type of each focus word, allowing Radloff to 

visually demonstrate the role different phonetic environments played in the realization of 

orthographically presented accent tone. Radloff’s methodology in the Aspects of the Sound 

System of Gilgiti Shina served as the exemplary framework upon which the present study’s 

methodology was based, including the focus on framed samples and the application of graphical 

analysis. 

2.4.2 Baart 

Baart’s (1999) focus on tone in Kalam Kohistani took a more prose-based approach than 

Radloff. The review of tonal features did not use graphs to present the evidence of tone, and 

instead described it through trees and juxtaposition of the different environments in which the 

various tonal shapes occurred. This seems largely motivated by the purpose not to prove or 

describe phonetically the existence of lexical tone, but rather to describe the various realizations 

of it in an already recognized system. Thus there was no need for direct evidence of tone, as 

shown most often in graphs, but simply the necessity of transcribing the different tones 

orthographically. Particular focus was given throughout to the way in which phonetic 

environment altered somewhat predictable pitch shapes within words. Baart (1999:99) further 

notes the way tone interacts across word boundaries, such as a noun with a high or falling tone 

forcing the verb that follows to replace its own high tone with a low one. This is a different 

approach to the present study of tone in Sawi as it is not investigative of the existence of a tonal 

system, but rather descriptive of what is already known. Nonetheless it provides an example 

that coincides with Radloff in describing not only the way tone functions within individual 

lexemes, but across boundaries both phonemic and lexical. 
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2.4.3 House 

House (1990) explores the tonal perception of Swedish speakers through a series of experiments 

wherein he uses computers to modify and control the pitch of Swedish words and measure the 

thresholds at which native Swedish speakers noticed tonal differences. Particularly of note were 

the experiments performed to measure perception of tonal contours and movement (House 

1990:36). House manipulated computer generated sound at various points, creating rising and 

falling contours, to determine at what Hz level listeners could distinguish a change. In another 

experiment (House 1990:64) he also examined the time thresholds necessary to perceive those 

shifts. While these experiments were done with pure tone rather than words, they coincided 

with the research of ‘t Hart et al. (see section 2.1.6) to verify the absolute boundaries of tonal 

perception and provide a theoretical foundation for the interpretation of the stylized pitch 

graphs used in this study. 

2.4.4 Riad 

Riad’s description of the phonology of Swedish (2014) specifically addressed the presence of 

tonally relevant pitch accents in the language. The methodology of his review follows a similar 

framework to Radloff’s in the layout and presentation of pitch contour graphs depicting the 

roles of stress and pitch interacting in Swedish. A greater emphasis was placed on describing 

the interaction of pitch accent with the contours defined by stress in various environments (Riad 

2014:183). He analyzed individual utterances outside of strict frames to display the different 

ways in which Swedish lexical pitch contours and stress are realized in relation to one and other 

across the length of an utterance. While this approach, wherein he defines an already recognized 

pitch accent system, may not be directly compatible with the investigation of the absence of 

tonally relevant lexical pitch accents in Sawi; it nonetheless provides an example of how the 

study of pitch contours in relation to stress could be carried out (Riad 2014:183). The data was 

also laid out in a fashion that facilitated the association of a two-level tonal system to the natural 

tonal features of some stress-timed languages. The primary focus was made at the lexical level, 

rather than the phonemic level, with subdivisions thereafter to show the approximate regions in 

which contours were manifested (Riad 2014:184). This focus on the interactivity of pitch and 

resultantly tone across lexical units rather than purely phonemic ones inspired an awareness for 

the possibility of such occurrences in the Sawi corpus, and could serve as a starting point from 

which a similar investigation of non-lexical pitch rules in Sawi could be pursued. 

3. Method and Data 

3.1 Defining boundaries 

The research and theories of Yip, House, Radloff, and ‘t Hart et al. in particular shaped the 

perspectives and standards by which the Sawi data was reviewed and analyzed. The system of 

analysis was modeled with the intent of being applied to a pre-existing corpus of data, within 
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which the variable of audio quality was unchangeable and the potential for the addition of new 

data was entirely disregarded. It drew from the successful techniques of previous studies of 

pitch and tone, with particular regard to research explicitly related to measuring tonal 

perception. The primary focus of the analysis was on the framed noun samples, with the isolated 

samples acting like a control group ensuring that there were no marked phonemic changes 

between the independent word and the one used in an utterance.  

 ‘t Hart et al. (1990:31) notes a trend of findings in previous perception research that, when it 

comes to how easily a pitch change is noticed, there is an indirect correlation between the 

duration of a pitch and the range of a shift in frequency; or that the shorter a pitch is expressed 

the more it has to shift to be noticeable as a contour. This of course is within the environment 

of the natural declination of an utterance (the tendency for the average pitch of an utterance to 

fall over time) and in agreement with House’s research on Swedish tonal perception (1990:147). 

‘t Hart et al. (1990:71) explicitly demonstrate that there is also a minimum duration for any 

pitch change to be recognized as a shift. In the case of House’s research that threshold is 

identified as no less than 100 milliseconds. ‘t Hart et al. espouse a similar threshold of 

magnitude established by ‘t Hart (1981) and it is used as the criterion for analysis here as well, 

that threshold being a shift greater than 1.5 semitones. 

Thus the boundaries for a perceptible shift in pitch were >1.5 semitones and simultaneously 

>100 milliseconds. A violation of either of those conditions disqualified any shift stylized by 

the Prosogram script in Praat from being regarded as potentially salient to a speaker or 

presumed listener in the Sawi corpus. The exception to this was when a phonemically complex 

noun exhibited identical pitch contours in both its isolated and framed form, but due to the 

speed of the utterance in the framed form the contour shifts took place over time thresholds 

slightly under 100 milliseconds. While it may not align with the boundaries established in 

previous research, the corroboration of the framed samples with their isolated contemporaries 

was impossible to ignore. 

3.2 Software 

The Prosogram script (Mertens 2004, v. 2.9) in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2014, v. 5.3.65) 

was used to analyze the sound files. Prosogram is designed to apply human perception 

thresholds, as compiled by Mertens with regard to previous studies performed by other 

researchers, to high quality sound files. It then generates an overlay, or stylization, on Praat’s 

standard analysis of the fundamental frequency (F0) in the form of a thick black line 

representing what may be perceived as relevant tone in an utterance. The stylization takes into 

account features such as duration and intensity to show where tonal shifts would be perceptible 

to a listener and where the F0 would otherwise go unnoticed; however the script is not tailored 

to a particular language and thus the Prosogram output must be interpreted by the researcher. 

First, all of the files were annotated in Praat using the program’s native IPA annotation code to 

match the annotation found in the corpus word list provided by Liljegren, located in appendix 

i. Prosogram was then applied to each sound file with the task for the script set to Prosogram 

and prosodic profile so as to generate an EPS file to analyze visually. The most sensitive 
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analysis threshold G=0.16/T^2, DG=20, dmin=0.035 was applied and the view section plotting 

options were set to show the semitones along the contour stylization. All other variables were 

left at their default setting. The resulting analysis provided a stylized image of the F0 in each 

sound file that took into account the intensity and duration of sound to provide a line showing 

perceptible pitch and contours within the utterance, framed against semitones rather than Hz to 

better show the levels of human perception of tone.  A screen capture of the settings is shown 

in figure 3.2.a. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.a. Screen capture of the Prosogram variable settings. 

3.2.1 Software challenges 

For 24 of the sound files Prosogram was initially unable to create a plot of the contour 

stylization as it had with the others. This was caused by a conflict in the script itself but what 

that conflict was is unclear. By changing the output format to Interactive Prosogram a 

stylization could be generated but not exported for further use. Thus the stylization was 

recorded by hand and thereafter the conflicting code within the Prosogram script was identified 

and removed manually. The analysis was then reapplied with the original parameters for 

exporting the image and cross checked with the previously recorded results to verify that the 

removal of the conflicting code did not alter the analysis before the stylization was exported. 

Additionally, while Praat generally provided an accurate code-to-symbol output in its native 

annotation system, the code for aspiration /h/ created the character ʡ in the exported image. Thus 

any instance of ʡ in the graphs should be read as an aspiration of the preceding consonant. 
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3.3 Data and procedure 

3.3.1 Corpus 

A total of 284 sound files from Sawi were annotated and analyzed. They were selected 

specifically because they have identifiable Palula cognates and reflected two different forms of 

a Sawi noun, basic and inflected, both presented in isolation and in a consistent frame for all 

observed nouns. The frame was a short, syntactically simple sentence that, due to Sawi’s 

subject-object-verb syntactic structure placed the focus noun in the middle of the utterance. 

 

Sawi (H. Liljegren September, 2014, pers. comm.) 

laʈe     [FOCUS]   mənane. 
to.this.   [FOCUS]       we.say 

‘This we call [FOCUS].’ 

 

The English translation also conveniently reflects the uncommon yet still grammatical structure 

of the frame. However, as it is an entirely conceivable utterance within Sawi syntactic and 

pragmatic parameters, any sense that the sentence is cumbersome or irregular is not believed to 

alter the phrasal tone in continuous repetition (H. Liljegren May, 2014, pers. comm.).  

This made for a total of 71 distinct words in four forms each, isolated basic, framed basic, 

isolated inflected, and framed inflected. A chart listing these 71 words along with their Palula 

cognates can be found in appendix i. The root words are organized by row while the columns 

describe the basic and inflected forms of both the Sawi nouns represented in the sound files and 

their Palula cognates. 

All files were received from Henrik Liljegren in WAV format, being easily interpreted by most 

linguistic analysis programs. The annotated stylizations created through Prosogram in Praat 

(see section 3.2 Software) were produced as EPS files by the program and converted to PDF 

format for easier presentation. 

3.3.2 Informant 

The elicitation sessions from which the recordings were produced were carried out by Henrik 

Liljegren and Ajmal Nuristani. The informant was Mr. Sadat Wali, an adult male, native 

speakers of Sawi residing in a refugee village called Timar Camp, located in Dir in northern 

Pakistan, in which “a sizable portion of Sawi refugees were residing” (H. Liljegren August-

September, 2014, pers. comm.,). He was interviewed in the village in conditions that attempted 

to limit third-party and environmental acoustic interference as best as possible with limited 

resources. As much of the population there adheres to traditional Sunni Islam, including the 

informant himself, cultural dispositions restricted contact between the male researchers and 

female speakers, thus preventing the elicitation of data from female language users (H. 

Liljegren May, 2014, pers. comm.). The reason for such a significant Sawi speaking population 

residing outside of Sau is a result of violent conflicts in the region over the past 30 years, which 

forced many Sawi speakers in northern Afghanistan to relocate to refugee areas in the 1980s 

(Decker 1992:78). However, the region has for the most part been spared widespread violence 

in the more recent conflicts of the early 21st century (H. Liljegren May, 2014, pers. comm.). 
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3.3.3 Procedure 

The sound files were grouped based on the number of syllables in the basic form of the Palula 

cognates to Sawi, secondarily by which syllable carried the accent in Palula, and thereafter on 

whether the accent was found on the first or second mora of any long vowel in the accented 

syllable (thus defining the nature of the pitch contour as rising or falling). Using Palula to define 

the categories had the benefit of neatly framing the most likely counter-hypothesis to the one 

being examined, that counter-hypothesis being that Sawi retained the lexical pitch contours of 

a common ancestor with modern Palula. This created seven groups of cognates based on the 

shape of the Palula pitch accents and syllables, thereafter organized into four inflection-frame 

categories within which each noun could be compared to the other nouns with the same root 

meaning. The table of nouns located in appendix i demonstrates this organizational principle. 

Each Sawi word was then processed by Prosogram and juxtaposed with its inflected or 

uninflected form to observe any patterns across the grammatical categories. They were then 

analyzed by group and as a whole to look for broader trends in pitch contours as well as for any 

similarity to their Palula cognates.  It must be made clear that while the different groups were 

structured from the perspective of Palula, the primary focus was still on Sawi and the 

organization of the groups and categories should not be read as to imply that Sawi words should 

or do follow the same tonal and phonetic structure as Palula. 

Examples of the four categories, isolated basic, isolated inflected, framed basic, and framed 

inflected are shown as follows in figures 3.2.3.a-d, with examples of the contour stylizations 

found in appendix ii. In these stylizations the thick line imposed over the fundamental frequency 

is a representation of the possible tone of the word based on factors such as volume, duration, 

and noticeable changes in magnitude. Thus while the line follows a pitch contour, it is itself 

representative of a tonal contour. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.3.a. Isolated basic 

 

Figure 3.2.3.b. Framed basic 
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Figure 3.2.3.c. Isolated inflected 

 

 

Figure 3.2.3.d. Framed inflected 

 

While both the framed and isolated forms were analyzed through Praat, particular attention was 

given to the framed forms as they presented a sample more reliably unpolluted by phrasal tonal 

rules and constrained by a consistent linguistic environment, thus allowing the more pinpoint 

review of tone as a possible distinguishing feature within the lexicon. This methodology is 

applied by Radloff (1999:68) in her study of Gilgiti Shina. Similar to Radloff’s work, the data 

for this study was obtained from a single speaker, helping to stabilize the frame and present an 

even more consistent phonetic environment. An argument could be made that analyzing a single 

respondent’s output cannot control for individual variance, however due to the constraints of 

the data being obtained second-hand this is unavoidable. It is from the assumption that this 

speaker is generally representative of his contemporaries that we must conduct the 

investigation; and further work to obtain samples from a greater variety of speakers is highly 

encouraged. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1 Patterns 

Sawi shows a distinct trend in tonal movement when the framed samples of the basic and 

inflected forms of nouns are compared. With the perception threshold of >1.5 semitones 

established by ‘t Hart (1981 in ‘t Hart et al. 1990:29) for musically untrained listeners, we find 

that the majority of Sawi inflected nouns show a noticeable tonal shift, whether by contour or 

jump, between the onset of the word and the final vowel that indicated inflection. 40 of the 71 

inflected words showed an upward shift, either by noticeable positive gradation in the preceding 

vowel to the terminal one, or by a positive jump in frequency between the onset tone of the 

focal vowel and that of the terminal vowel. An additional 12 nouns showed an equally 
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noticeable shift of >1.5 semitones downward from the preceding vowel’s tone either by 

negative gradation within the terminal tone or a downward jump in tone from the preceding 

tone across a consonant boundary. The remaining 19 nouns typically showed some degree of 

pitch shift but were not within the thresholds established by ‘t Hart (1981) and corroborated by 

‘t Hart et al.’s (1990:31) review on tonal perception as a function of time and magnitude. 

As summarized in table 4.1.a, statistical analysis through a z-test shows that while the set of 40 

framed inflected nouns exhibiting an upward movement is not a significant majority at α=.05, 

the total set of 52 framed nouns exhibiting any shift between the onset tone and the terminal 

tone is a significant majority at α=.05. While this analysis is regrettably restrained by a smaller 

than ideal sample size, it must nonetheless rely on the evidence at hand and function under the 

assumption that the 71 framed nouns presented offer random distribution of possible tonal 

expression within Sawi nouns. Thus we can make a claim that upward tonal contours in the 

final, inflection-marking vowel are not necessarily a majority feature of inflected nouns, but 

rather that any tonal shift upwards or downwards is a feature of the final vowel of those inflected 

Sawi nouns. 

 

Table 4.1.a. Tonal contour frequency in the terminal position, framed inflected (71 forms) 

Inflected terminal 
tonal contour Quantity 

Percentage of 
total 

Significant majority at 
α=.05 

Rise 40 56.3% No 

Fall 12 16.9% No 

Flat 19 26.8% No 

Any contour, rise or fall 52 73.2% Yes 

 

Table 4.1.b shows that, in the case of the framed basic form nouns, we observe similar results 

to the framed inflected form with a significant majority at α=.05 expressing either a rise or fall 

in the final syllable tone. The main difference is that the basic form the nouns exhibiting a rise 

in the final tone is also a significant majority on its own.  

 

Table 4.1.b. Tonal contour frequency in the terminal position, framed basic (71 forms) 

Basic terminal tonal 
contour Quantity 

Percentage of 
total 

Significant majority at 
α=.05 

Rise 48 67.6% Yes 

Fall 4 5.6% No 

Flat 19 26.8% No 

Any contour, rise or fall 52 73.2% Yes 

 

Additionally, if we combine both the framed basic set and the framed inflected set, we find that 

the combined majority of 88 nouns exhibiting a rising tone in the final tonal contour is a 

significant majority of the 142 samples at α=.05, as shown in table 4.1.c. This by default implies 
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that a combination of the nouns exhibiting any tonal contour in the terminal position is also a 

significant majority. Furthermore, this suggests that the rules governing the tone of Sawi nouns 

may primarily be driven by the word as a whole, rather than the root or stem individually.  

 

Table 4.1.c. Tonal contour frequency in the terminal position, framed basic & framed inflected 

(142 forms) 

Combined terminal 
tonal contour Quantity 

Percentage of 
total 

Significant majority at 
α=.05 

Rise 88 62.0% Yes 

Fall 16 11.3% No 

Flat 38 26.8% No 

Any contour, rise or fall 104 73.2% Yes 

 

In almost every case the onset tone of the first vowel of the target word, or in one monosyllabic 

case the initial voiced consonant, exhibited a lower starting point than the preceding tone in the 

frame; regardless of whether it was a basic or inflected form and whether the following tone 

continued to drop or rose again. As show in in figure 4.1.a, in the basic form the tone then 

tended to rise again towards a higher tone in the terminal mora of the noun, or showed a gradual 

shift upwards towards a higher tone in the onset of the next word (which was consistent in the 

frame). The inflected forms, as seen in figure 4.1.b, showed a similar shift in tone upwards 

toward the onset of the following word in the frame. This included 12 nouns that exhibited a 

relevant drop in tone on the terminal vowel marking inflection (typically /ə/). 

 

 

Figure 4.1.a. Framed basic form, showing the drop in initial tone in the noun 

 

 

Figure 4.1.b. Framed inflected form, showing the drop in initial tone in the noun 

 

Ten nouns could be interpreted as having static tonal contours when comparing framed basic 

and inflected forms as the tonal contour is relatively unchanged between them. These examples 
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come from words that end in vowels in their basic form and therefore exhibit a phonemic 

change in the final vowel rather than the addition of a new one in the inflected form. In this 

minority sample the final inflectional vowel has a falling tone just as the uninflected vowel in 

the basic form did. This can be seen in the disparity between the number of nouns with falling 

tone between the basic and inflected forms. However this may be explained by an additional 

phenomenon by which those nouns that end in vowels may express an alternate stress pattern, 

as the changes in vowel quality draw the listener’s attention to the grammatical changes taking 

place, just as stress on an added phoneme would for nouns that end in a consonant in their basic 

form. They do not appear to be grouped by any means other than the nature of their final vowel 

shifts, thus implying that it is not the inherent nature of the noun to maintain a static tonal 

contour but rather a possible feature of nouns that end in vowels. This does not present any 

significant majority that deviates from the trend of pitch contours apparently accentuating the 

final, sometimes grammatically significant vowel of Sawi nouns. This could indicate that 

qualitative differences in the terminal vowel of these ten nouns may serve a similar focalizing 

purpose to intonation, and could inspire a different study specifically investigating the variety 

of ways that Sawi emphasizes morphemes to indicate grammatical relevance; however, at this 

point such a claim is at best just enlightened speculation. 

4.1.1 Comparing the relevance of tone to Palula 

Of the 71 nouns in Sawi, only a minority in both the framed basic and inflected forms shared 

tonal contours with their Palula cognates. In the framed basic set only 28 of the nouns shared a 

tonal contour with Palula, and the number was likewise low with only 26 nouns doing the same 

in the framed inflected set. In both categories almost all of these similarities arose in situations 

where the Palula pitch accent rules dictated a rising tone in the final vowel of the word, a tonal 

feature which appears to be a frequent aspect of Sawi nouns. One exception was in a Sawi noun 

in the inflected form, /ie/ (water), which had a falling tone on the inflected marker /e/ where 

other, particularly short, inflected nouns typically had a rising tone. This caused it to arguably 

align with the prescribed falling tone in the Palula cognate /ʋíia/. A further seven of the framed 

basic form Sawi nouns aligned with their Palula cognates simply due to the fact that the Palula 

nouns possessed only a single and by default tonally stable accented root vowel, and the Sawi 

nouns exhibited no perceptible contours that would indicate a shift to or from a tonally accented 

phoneme.  

In total 38% of all framed Sawi nouns, 39.4% of the framed basic nouns and 36.6% of the 

framed inflected nouns, matched the tonal contours that were prescribed by Palula. None of 

these exceptions, however, systematically suggested that the minority of Sawi nouns with tonal 

contours similar to the pitch accent tones of Palula cognates might be more significant than the 

majority of nouns which did not match their cognates. As shown in tables 4.1.1.a and 4.1.1.b, 

a single-tailed z-test was applied to the data to further verify that the remaining nouns exhibiting 

no relationship between Sawi and Palula pitch accent were indeed a significant majority. While 

this in itself does not explicitly refute any idea of lexical tonality in Sawi, it clearly shows that 

Sawi no longer shares the pitch accent system found in Palula. 
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Table 4.1.1.a. Framed basic Sawi nouns matching the pitch accents of the Palula cognates. 

  Percentage Significant majority at α=.05 

Match, Basic 39.4% no 

No Match, Basic 60.6% yes 

 

 

Table 4.1.1.b. Framed inflected Sawi nouns matching the pitch accents of the Palula cognates. 

  Percentage Significant majority at α=.05 

Match, Inflected 36.6% no 

No Match, Inflected 63.4% yes 

 

4.2 Pitch as a focal mechanism 

The trends found in framed basic, framed inflected, and combined analyses seem to suggest 

that tonal contours are not a distinguishing feature of Sawi nouns, as they are in Palula, but 

rather tonal variance may be a regularly occurring feature of the final mora. While it may not 

be said with absolute certainty that this is realized most often as a rise in pitch for the basic 

form nouns, as it is in the inflected examples; from the perspective of both framed noun sets 

combined the trend would suggest that a rising or raised final pitch is the most common feature 

at the end of Sawi nouns regardless of form. This analysis is supported by the fact that in a 

significant majority of the nouns the greatest pitch change occurs in the final mora regardless 

of inflection. This appears to fall in line with ‘t Hart et al.’s (1990:97) Theory of Intonation in 

that the tonal shape of an entire utterance is influenced by a need for the clear transmission of 

grammatical information; in this case acting as a focal mechanism for the qualitative features 

of a noun’s final mora, where inflectional information is presented. Whether or not Sawi 

speakers recognize these peaks in pitch as significant changes in tone (irrespective of their role 

in the semantics of a word) cannot be determined within the breadth of this study. 

It must be noted that when using ‘t Hart et al.’s model a small challenge appears in the analysis 

of some more phonetically complex words. Longer words with more syllable were generally 

uttered faster, possibly to fit within rhythmic or phrasal constraints. When a pitch contour 

matched that of a non-framed sample but was arguably under the 100 millisecond threshold it 

was still analyzed as possessing the contour. Cases where the F0 was plotted as rising in the 

same <100ms manner but was not stylized by Prosogram were interpreted as null or 

undetectable shifts even if the isolated form showed a tonal shift, in keeping with the standards 

of analysis. 

4.2.1 Pre and post-focus tone 

The tonal environment both before and after the nouns being examined maintained a relatively 

regular shape. The onset tone of the utterance rose to the initial position and thereafter followed 

a general slope of declination from which tonal levels deviated; a general characteristic of 
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phrasal tone noted by both Yip (2002:9) and ‘t Hart et al. (1990:70). Such deviations indicated 

a tonal change hereto analyzed as potentially indicative of a focal mora in the focus words, but 

which admittedly without other frames to compare against cannot with absolute certainty be 

said to be absent of lexical pitch accents in the non-focus words. The terminal tonal peak in 

every stylization was lower than the initial tonal peak, reinforcing that declination was a 

consistent factor in every frame. The termination of the tone immediately prior to the noun was 

typically higher than the beginning of the noun’s onset tone, regardless of inflection, allowing 

the tone of the noun to rise back to the declination line before continuing in a downward 

direction after the terminal tone of the noun. 

4.3 Absence of pitch accents 

The results might suggest that tonal contours within Sawi nouns reflect a pattern following 

hereunto undefined general pronunciation rules rather than lexically bound ones. Finding a 

regular trend in tonal shape in a significant majority of 62% of the combined basic-inflected 

inventory (as seen in table 4.1.c.), we can see that there is something other than lexically 

prescribed tone controlling the tonal shape of Sawi nouns, and that only a minority of all of the 

Sawi nouns, including some from the 38% that did not follow the trend, matched the tonal 

contours of their Palula cognates. Those matches generally occurred when the prescribed pitch 

accent in Palula coincided with the general trend in Sawi, with few exceptions (see section 

4.1.1.). This could possibly indicate that tone as an expression of focal stress is a regular feature 

of the final mora of a Sawi noun to draw attention to inflectional information, rather than define 

the root meaning of a noun. However a concrete claim as such would require further focused 

study, and the findings here only aim to elucidate the dissimilarities from Palula, rather than 

define the rules of Sawi. 

If we compare it to Palula we see that the Sawi nouns do not conform to Palula’s rules on pitch 

accent placement. This does not eliminate the possibility of Sawi having a completely unique 

pitch accent system from Palula, but it does not lend any support for the existence of a Palula-

like system itself within Sawi. Rather, tonal changes seem bound to accentuate any potential 

inflectional changes, or even simply to follow a particular trend of pitch movement unbound 

by the number or nature of a noun’s morae. Thus it can be said that Sawi nouns tend to have a 

final mora focus realized through pitch and possibly tonal changes that may draw attention to 

inflectional information, but that such a mechanism is not a strict feature, and that the focus is 

not bound to a particular vowel within the root of the word itself. In short there is not sufficient 

evidence in the observed corpus to confirm that pitch is a phonologically distinctive feature of 

Sawi nouns. Thus Sawi nouns as represented by the corpus hereto investigated are believed not 

to have lexically contrastive pitch accents in the same manner as Sawi’s closest relative, Palula. 
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5. Potential improvements 

There were some unfortunate but unavoidable difficulties in this analysis that, while not 

disqualifying its validity certainly invite further research and exploration to refine the 

description of tonality in Sawi. There are three major points, being 1) that the data set is 

relatively small, consisting of only 71 nouns, 2) that the data only reflects the speech of a single 

speaker who, due to social conditions, could not be randomly selected from the population, and 

3) that the only words analyzed were nouns, which cannot irrefutably show a lack of lexical 

tonality in other word classes and which possess phonemic variance such as vowel versus 

consonant endings that could affect the way tonality is applied within the frame. 

With regard to the size of the sample, further research with the expressed purpose of measuring 

tonality in Sawi may be able to commit greater resources to the acquisition of data, exposing a 

larger variety of grammatical and lexical environments. The present study can infer a broader 

claim that Sawi lacks lexical pitch accents, as corroborated by first-hand accounts, but must 

also acknowledge that such a claim is only robust within the scope of the 71 nouns presented 

under the assumption that they are indeed representative of all Sawi nouns. 

The problem of selecting random speakers is unfortunately impossible to overcome at this time 

and within the scope of this study. Future research can attempt to broaden the variety of 

speakers, possibly through a multi-gendered research team, though one must still contend with 

the traditional values of the local population. Additionally, future researchers can broaden the 

sampling to include other word classes, regardless of who or how many informants there are. 

Following from this initial study of 71 nouns, said team could then explore the theory that the 

lack of lexical pitch accents in nouns also occurs in the other word classes of Sawi. Additional 

efforts could be made to investigate whether or not the trend for pitch to rise toward the end of 

Sawi nouns assists in the dispersal and recognition of inflectional information, or if it is a result 

of something else entirely. Finally, further studies could further delve into how Sawi’s 

interaction with the surrounding linguistic environment that has isolated it from Palula has 

affected the disappearance of lexical tone in its words.  

6. Conclusion  

It is evident that the hypothesis that Sawi lacks lexical pitch accents as found in Palula is well 

founded in the available data. The first-hand accounts and native speaker attitudes regarding 

the lack of pitch accents in Sawi appear to have a significant empirical backing; and we have 

cracked the door open for further research to refine our understanding of the possible role tone 

plays as a non-phonemic focal mechanism in Sawi. The rising tone at the end of most Sawi 

nouns, as compared to the varied phonemically relevant tonal contours found in Palula, are 

evidence that Sawi has transitioned into something different. Furthermore, the lack of any other 
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overt pattern in Sawi nouns suggests that tone is not a phonemic feature of the words at all. 

Instead of a Palula-like accent system, Sawi has what might hypothetically be a default focal 

tone mechanism based around the final mora, possibly to highlight inflectional information 

located at the end of the word. Of course this hypothesis does not preclude any others, and begs 

further investigation. This has the additional implication that while other related languages like 

Palula, and more distantly the other Shina varieties, can rely on the tonal shape of a word to 

help define its meaning, Sawi must instead rely more heavily on qualitative distinctions 

between its vowels to define its nouns. This fundamental difference in how words are 

distinguished from each other invites further investigation into the manner in which Sawi lost 

its pitch accent system, and whether it was motivated from within the language population or 

from contact with other languages not immediately related to it in the region. 

The methodological framework used in this study was generally apt at producing useful results. 

A primary challenge was interpreting the more complex words, i.e. those possessing a greater 

number of syllables, within the parameters established for relevant results. This arose from the 

fact that in the corpus recordings, some of their syllables violated vowel duration criteria which 

defined the threshold for how much time was necessary to perceive a change in pitch. Such 

words present the most tenuously reliable results, but were generally observed to follow the 

trends expressed in their simpler counterparts. Praat and the script Prosogram were suitable 

tools for the analysis of tone, highlighting pitches that could potentially be relevant, even 

beyond the thresholds set for this study. This allowed for the opportunity of situational 

interpretation that might have otherwise been missed. Of course it remained up to the viewer to 

determine what was indeed relevant, and in that sense future technology may be of assistance. 

Further automating the process will, with some caution, allow for more time to be spent 

analyzing trends rather than manipulating data into a useful form. 

Through this research and that which follows, the heritage of Sawi and its relatives in the Indo-

Aryan language family will become more clearly defined and the general linguistic knowledge 

of language evolution in the Hindu Kush region will be better understood. What we have here 

is just the tip of the iceberg in exploring how Sawi and its neighbors have evolved and interacted 

over time, dispersing novel features among each other through historical contact. 
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Appendix 

i. Palula-Sawi cognates 
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ii. Sawi Prosogram stylizations 

Organized in the same order as the cognate list, the reference file number can be found in the 

lower left hand corner of each graph. The alphanumeric code following the w### file number 

describes which of the four different sets the graph belongs to, and is described as follows: 

1: Basic-isolated, 2: Inflected-isolated, 7: Basic-framed, 7p: Inflected-framed. 
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